
JACKSON’S BLUFF

A LOOKOUT 
FOR PLAYFUL 
EXPERIENCES

HQ  //  North Augusta, South Carolina

HOTEL  //  Crowne Plaza

FORMAT  //  Bar

GROUP A: REGULAR S

CLEAN ( IDEAL FOR SIGNAGE) ROUGH ROUGH + TEXTURE



For the rooftop bar experience at the Crowne Plaza in 

North Augusta, a catchy, memorable brand was a must. 

Rooftops naturally pique interest and get traction, but 

without a concept, their appeal can wear off quickly.

When compared to the adjacent concepts, Salt + 

Marrow and Parlor Bar, Jackson’s Bluff was a bit 

different. More relaxed, casual, and fun-loving, this 

rooftop bar had to capture a unique attitude that could 

easily be adopted by the local area audience.

With a mix of playfulness, generous spirit, and slightly 

campy touch, we were able to develop an unforgettable 

brand experience.

CHALLENGE

GROUP A: REGULAR S

CLEAN ( IDEAL FOR SIGNAGE) ROUGH ROUGH + TEXTURE



 » Identified the unique audience and developed 
a focused patron profile

 » Created brand name and overall design 
direction that pulled influence from scouting 
and outdoors which was directly inspired by the 
“lookout” experience of the rooftop

 » Designed a suite of menus and additional 
touchpoints that accentuated the theme and 
brand identity

 » Handcrafted menu holders served as a palette 
for unique graphic elements that effectively 
melded utility and brand storytelling

 » Market Research

 » Concept Development

 » Brand Strategy Development

 » Brand Naming

 » Brand Messaging Strategy

 » Identity Design Evolution

 » Menu Suite Design

 » Uniform Design

 » Ephemera Design

 » Brand Standards Development

SERVICES

SOLUTION

RIGHT  // The full suite of brand touchpoints created an 
outdoors meets camping/scouting vibe that’s approachable, 
playful, and unforgettably fun.

BOTTOM & BOTTOM RIGHT  //  Custom menu holders were 
crafted from apple wood, and customized with a rudimentary 
map of North Augusta to solidify the locally rooted aspect of 
the brand experience.  



ABOVE  //  A full suite of ephemera touchpoints from coasters to matchboxes and 
postcard check presenters fleshed out the identity and visual language in intriguing 
ways that bolstered memorability. 

MIDDLE // Closeup views of the coasters showcase 
the textures, patterns, and secondary marks that 
helped develop a fully realized brand identity.

BELOW  //  Secondary marks were designed with 
the flavor of scouting and camping iconography to 
support and extend the theme.

BOTTOM  // Vintage scouting illustrations served as 
memorable nuances to the identity.

RIGHT  //  Rustic textures from wood gave the 
identity an “of nature” visual feel.



Postcard style check presenters served the 
utility while offering an inexpensive takeaway 
piece that rooted the brand in local fauna.

Jackson’s Bluff opened in early 2019 just in time for 

golf tourism and upcoming minor league baseball. 

Ownership was extremely happy with the work which 

empowered the management team to raise the bar even 

further than before.

Vigor’s unique grasp of the 
realities and possibilities of hotel 
F&B were invaluable in creating 
this new suite of experiences.

RESULTS

– JEFF BROWER 
DIRECTOR OF F&B @ NORTHPOINT 
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT



Joseph Szala 

(678) 855-7835 x700 

joseph@vigorbranding.com

CONNECT

www.vigorbranding.com
IG  //  @vigorbranding

TW  //  @vigor

DO IT WITH VIGOR™
People don’t buy food. They buy experiences. We believe 
that restaurant experiences serve as the setting for life’s most 
memorable moments. With such a big role to play, every restaurant 
has to be created with strategic thinking as the vehicle, and 
innovative creative as the standard. And that’s exactly how we 
approach our work with restaurant brands. It results in innovation 
that’s more comfortable, success that’s more feasible, and brand 
experiences that are unforgettable.

 » Brand Strategy

 » Brand Positioning

 » Restaurant Concept Development

 » Brand Communications

 » Brand Naming

 » Brand Identity Design

 » Brand Activation Strategy

 » F&B Menu Consulting

 » Menu Suite Design

 » Interior & Environment Design

 » Packaging Design

 » Uniforming and Merchandising

 » Brand Marketing Strategy

 » Activation Marketing

 » Event Marketing

 » Advertising

 » Social Media Marketing

 » Digital Marketing

 » Web Design & Development

 » App Design & Development

RESTAURANT BRANDING & MARKETING EXPERTISE

AGENCY PROFILE

LOCATION:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ATLANTA, GEORGIA

YEAR INCORPORATED:  . . . . 2003

TEAM SIZE: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12


